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QUESTION 1

You are running several Linux based operating systems in your on .premises environment that you want to import to
OCI as custom images. You can launch your imported images as OCI compute Virtual machines. Which two modes
below can be used to launch these imported Linux VMs? 

A. Native 

B. Mixed 

C. Paravirtualized 

D. Emulated 

Correct Answer: CD 

You can use the Console or API to import exported images from Object Storage. To import an image, you 

need read access to the Object Storage object containing the image. 

during the Import you can select the Launch mode: 

For custom images where the image format is .oci, Oracle Cloud Infrastructure selects the applicable 

launch mode based on the launch mode for the source image. For custom images exported from Oracle 

Cloud Infrastructure where the image type is QCOW2, select Native Mode. 

To import other custom images select Paravirtualized Mode or Emulated Mode. For more information, see 

Bring Your Own Image (BYOI). 
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QUESTION 2

You are working for a financial institution that is currently running two web applications in Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure (OCI). All resources were created in the root compartment. Your manager asked you to 

deploy new resources to support a proof-of-concept (PoC) for Oracle FlexCube. 

You must ensure that the FlexCube resources are secured and cannot be affected by the team that 

manages the two web applications. 

Which two tasks should you complete to ensure the required security of your resources? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a new compartment for the two web applications and move the existing resources into the compartment.
Deploy the FlexCube application into the root compartment. Create a new policy in the root compartment that gives the
FlexCube project team the ability to manage all resources in the tenancy. 

B. Create a new policy in the root compartment for the FlexCube project team. Assign a policy statement that grants the
FlexCube project team the ability to manage all resources in the tenancy, where a specific tag key and tag value are
present. 

C. Create a Tag Default within the root compartment with a default value of ${iam.principle.name} so that each new
resource created is tagged with the name of the person who created it. Create a new IAM policy that allows users to
only modify resources they created. 

D. Create a new compartment for the two web applications and move the existing resources into this compartment.
Modify the existing policy for the team that manages these applications so that the scope of access is defined as this
new compartment. 

E. Create a new compartment for the FlexCube application deployment. Create a policy in this compartment for the
project team that gives them the ability to manage all resources within the scope of this compartment. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

Which is a customer\\'s responsibility on an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure database? 

A. patching the database and OS 

B. creating the first default database on the DBCS server 

C. creating an ASM diskgroup for data file or temp file storage 

D. installing the operating system (OS), Grid Infrastructure, and database software 

Correct Answer: A 

On autonomous there\\'s no patching needed. But on the regular DB Cloud services you need to patch the DB and the
OS. During the creation on the OCDB the first DB is created automatically Oracle automatically takes care of Operating
system Installation/Configuration, Grid Infrastructure, ASM diskgroup Creation/ Configuration , and database software
Installation and first database on the DB System. that\\'s all when Creating DB Systems. and then the customer
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responsible to apply the patches to the database and OS 

 

QUESTION 4

Your organization has deployed a large, complex application across multiple compute instances in Oracle 

Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). These compute instances also have block volume storage attached to them. 

You want to create a time consistent backup of these block volume storage. 

Which implementation strategy should be used? 

A. Create a manual backup of each volume 

B. Use scripts available in OCI to backup block volume storage 

C. Group volumes in a volume group first and then use available scripts in OCI 

D. Group volumes in a volume group and create a manual backup of the volume group 

Correct Answer: D 

The Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Block Volume service provides you with the capability to group together multiple
volumes in a volume group. A volume group can include both types of volumes, boot volumes, which are the system
disks for your Compute instances, and block volumes for your data storage. You can use volume groups to create
volume group backups and clones that are point- in-time and crash-consistent. This simplifies the process to create time-
consistent backups of running enterprise applications that span multiple storage volumes across multiple instances. You
can then restore an entire group of volumes from a volume group backup. To create a backup of the volume group
Open the navigation menu. Under Core Infrastructure, go to Block Storage and click Volumes Groups. In the Volume
Groups list, click Create Volume Group Backup in the Actions menu for the volume group you want to create a backup
for. 

 

QUESTION 5

You are about to deploy an e-business application on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure and one of the 

requirements is to use a shared file system that supports the NFS protocol. 

Which storage service would meet this requirement? 

A. object storage 

B. block volume 

C. data transfer appliance 

D. file storage 

Correct Answer: D 

Use the File Storage service when your application or workload includes big data and analytics, media processing, or
content management, and you require Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX)compliant file system access
semantics and concurrently accessible storage. The File Storage service is designed to meet the needs of applications
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and users that need an enterprise file system across a wide range of use cases, including the following: General
Purpose File Storage: Access to an unlimited pool of file systems to manage growth of structured and unstructured data.
Big Data and Analytics: Run analytic workloads and use shared file systems to store persistent data. Lift and Shift of
Enterprise Applications: Migrate existing Oracle applications that need NFS storage, such as Oracle E-Business Suite
and PeopleSoft. Databases and Transactional Applications: Run test and development workloads with Oracle, MySQL,
or other databases. Backups, Business Continuity, and Disaster Recovery: Host a secondary copy of relevant file
systems from on premises to the cloud for backup and disaster recovery purposes. MicroServices and Docker: Deliver
stateful persistence for containers. Easily scale as your container- based environments grow. 
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